Re-write the following sentences to make one meaningful sentence
1. “ I have been reading your book today”
She said to Ahmad……she had been reading his book that day
2.”Where did you find my book?”
Salem asked me where I had found his book
3.” Can you give me your pen , please?”
He asked Laila if she could give him her pen
4. she was washing the dishes.
The dishes were being washed
5. Salem asked me if I could solve the problem.
” can you solve the problem “
6. “ I have broken my legs”
He said that he had broken his legs
7.” We are trying to spend this night watching TV?”
The boys said that they were trying to spend that night watching TV.
8. “Laila’d have come if you’ve invited her “
My father told my brother Laila would have come if you had invited her.
9.” Did Fadwa see the doctor?”
He wanted to know if Fadwa had seen the doctor
10.” Did the dog bite the child ?”
The doctor asked if the dog had bitten the child
11.” Does he lie here?”
My father asked me if he lay there ( lie – lay – lain )
12.”Do you have anti-virus programme on your computer?”
He asked me if I had anti-virus programme on my computer

13. she told me that she wouldn’t do well the year after.
“ I will not do well next year “
14. he asked me how old I was.
“ how old are you?”
15. she asked me if the climate was hot or cold.
“Is the climate hot or cold ?”
16. The sun is brighter than the moon.
The moon is less brighter than the sun
17. Amman city is more crowded than Salt city.
Salt city is less crowded than Amman city
18. The new government might have set up an organization to help preserve the world famous
mosaic found there.
An organization might have been set up to help preserve the world famous mosaics found
there.
19. The engineers has to prepare a new layout for the new project.
A new layout has to be prepared for the new project.

+

Study the following pair of sentences and answer the question below
Ali: what is the best way of studying?
Saleh: for me the best rule is attending all classes
What is the language function of Saleh’s reply ? expressing advice

Study the following pair of sentences and answer the question below
A. They had built their house.
B. They had their house built.
Which sentence indicates that they ask another party to build their house. B

Study the following sentence and answer the question below
For much of her waIk , she had been fighting strong winds and rough ice.
What is the grammatical function of the past perfect continuous usage in this sentence
Function ( actions which were continuous )

Editing
Imagine you are an editor in Jordan times . you are asked to edit the following text that has four
mistakes .Correct the mistakes and write the answers

Jordan is known for it’s hestorical sites. Where you can see
many krafts which practiced by skelled artisans . Like
pottery making which is very famous in Jordan.

The house is surruonded by a large a
colourfull garden which has been
looked after. The propertey overlooks a
luxrious swimming pool.

We beleive that if only one vehicle
is allowed into a tunnil every five
seconds, there is less chanse of
multi-vehicle accidint.

In the long run , the best way to be a
good colleagee is simply to work
hard.In my experiense ,peoble most
dislike those who make up excuces for
not doing something.

This is only the latest in a sereis of achievements for
mr.Mahmoud , who a part from climbing the world’s
seven highest peaks has a master degree , is a fluent
English and japanese speaker.

Complete these sentences with suitable items derived from the words in brackets.
1. A huge earthquake caused the ---------- of San Francisco in 1906. (destroy) destruction
2. The --------------of the world’s migrants move to find a better life. (major) majority
3. The Gulf of Aqaba is an area of great ------------- beauty. (nature) natural
4. The storm damage is a lasting ---------- of the power of nature. (remind) reminder
5. The date for the ------------------------ (complete) of the dam project is 2009. completion
6. They …………………………….the old buildings to construct a new street. ( destruction) destroy
7. The new project was carried out slowly because the ……………………….have worked slowly. (
build) builders
9. I don't know who planned the streetlight system, but it's extremely ……………….. (inefficiency)
inefficient
10. A ……………………. is an expert in the study of past events. ( history ) historian
11. Those kids have a real ………………….. for bothering all their neighbors.. (talented) talent
12. Marie is an extremely …………………..piano player. ( talent ) talented
13. He can ski as ……………………… as his father.( skill) skillfully
14. she ‘s very ………………… at drawing and painting.( skill ) skillful
15. ……………….musicians have participated in Jerash Festival. ( talent) talented
16. only certain kinds of people have …………………..brains. ( mathematics) mathematical
17. he was at the height of his …………………………(popular) popularity
18. No two people are………………….. alike. Everyone is an individual. ( complete) completion
19. ……………………….. geniuses are often able to do complicated calculation. ( mathematics)
mathematical
20. They had already fallen …………………………..( sleep) asleep
21. Criminals computer can seriously ………………………… the safety of our confidential
information.(threat) threaten
22. some people like to spend their weekends at the countryside where they relax in a
…………………………………..area.(peace) peaceful

23. some people prefer an …………………….. city to a quite village. ( excite) exciting
24. I’ll never forget the …………………… I felt on my first day at London. ( excite) excitement
25. Flying still ………………… me. ( excitement) excites
26. In my city there is a wide …………………. Of entertainments to choose from. ( vary) variety
27. ………………… solutions were suggested for the difficult question in maths.( vary) various
28. Prices ……………. greatly depending on the time of year and type of accommodation. ( various) vary
29 . The shells we found on the beach were ……………… white, pink, and pale yellow.(vary)

varyingly
30. It is from him that I gained my love of ………………., and my eye for detail.( natural) nature

